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21. It is uncertain whether different fire fighting equipment would have prevented the
casualty due to the rapid and intense fire that followed the crash.

Recommendations 

1. Solo ab-initio student pilot touch and go training should not be permitted at Tinson
Pen aerodrome.

2. The flight-training unit should ensure all students receive a pre-flight briefing.
3. The flight-training unit should ensure that all instructors and students are aware that a

visual confirmation of Cessna 150 flap operation should be made on all touch and go
landings before takeoff is initiated.

4. The flight training unit should ensure that full flap stalls and power on stalls are
carried out as part of its pre-solo training syllabus.

5. The flight-training unit should ensure that slow flight in all flight configurations is
carried out as part of its pre-solo training syllabus.

6. The flight-training unit should ensure that its instructor training and student training
programs place appropriate stress on the departure stall awareness portion of the
syllabus.

7. Tinson Pen checkouts should only be carried out by full flight instructors.
8. The flight-training unit should increase its supervision and monitoring of new

instructors to ensure that all required components of training are being carried out at
appropriate times in the syllabus and should encourage use of checklist at all stages of
flight.

9. The contract maintenance organization should ensure that higher standards of record
keeping are followed.

10. The flight training unit maintenance coordinator should ensure that substandard
record keeping on the part of its maintenance contractor is not accepted.

11. The Civil Aviation Authority should monitor the flight training unit and maintenance
organization to ensure that these recommendations are followed.

12. The Tinson Pen aerodrome operator should make efforts to ensure that the number of
man-made obstacles affecting declared distances are minimized and objects of natural
growth are controlled by cutting or removal on a regular basis.

13. The aerodrome operator should consider equipping its response vehicle with suitable
portable extinguishers capable of suppressing fuel, hydraulic fluid and electrical fires.
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